CS 490-002/590-001 Network Security, Fall 2019
Quiz #1 on August 26, 2019

List of the Possible Questions (Part I)

#1: What is “computer security”?

#2: What is “network security”?

#3: What are the four major threats in network security?

#4: Mention an example of each of the four threats in #3.

#5: What is “information security”?

#6: Is “network security” possible without “computer security”?

#7: Is “computer security” possible without “network security”?

#8: Is “information security” possible without “computer security”?

#9: What are “passive attacks” (the definition of “passive attacks”)?

#10: What are “active attacks” (the definition of “active attacks”)?

#11: What are the two different threat types of passive attacks?

#12: What are the four different threat types of active attacks?

#13: What are the six security services defined by ITUT-X800 standard?